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"KIMURA Formula Mechanism Series"

! IMURA Formula Mechanism Series
KIMURA
Suit up for operation,Drive safely!!

A series of self walk machines that are created by KIMURA's knowledge
of daft mechanism.The remarkable point about there robots are their unique walking style.
Each piece is a part of KIMURA born from his sense of current society and his sensibility.
Although primitive in this age of technology,These are a series of actual devices that never
existed and nobody thought of, born from KIMURA's sense of daft mechanism.
This is what is known as the "KIMURA Formula Mechanism Series"

[PEACE WALKER]
540!300!880(W,D,H)/KIMURA Formula Bipedal Mechanism/switching
type:momentaly/remote control/mabuchi 360 motor

The origin of KIMURA Formula Bipedal Mechanism and
KIMURA's leading product, being improved day by day.
The aspect of its walking is so breathing, but so ephemeral
at the same time.Humanoid has attracted human beings for
ages,
because it is the symbol of the future, and the dream that
would never come true.I never intended to make humanoid
in the creation of PEACE WALKER, because at this moment,
any project for humanoid is only about the representation of
the corporates' ultimate technology of mobility.
I as an artist, have a mission to add them the culture. The
sentimentalism that human beings have toward machines
sublimate robots,from a piece of goods into something
noble. To coexist with technology, we need to integrate
goods, into the culture.

[Foottaway Series]
KIMURA Formula Bipedal Mechanism With Engine Series. Use of
enginemade it ease for outdoor travels,adjustment of frequency
and procurement of fuel.In the robot industry nowadays,the
robot that people can actually ride on is the area untouched.
This is something that needs to be done but no one would do.
Who is in charge? KIMURA is.

[Foottaway1]

[Foottaway2]

The first model of
FOOTTAWAY. Intended to go
forward with engine.

Soundness and humanridableness are the name of
the second model.
Known for its operability and
stability.

1000×1000×890
(W×D×H)/60kg/air-cooled four stroke
engine/single cylimder/SOHC 4 valve
4.9ps(2.9kw)/7000rpm/0.48kgm
(4.7Nm)/4500rpm/fuel
tank1L(unleaded)/centrifugal clutch 3
transmission /kick starter/ magnet
pointignition

1000×1100×1180
(W×D×H)/60kg/air-cooled
four stroke engine/single
cylimder/OHV2 valve1.5ps
(1.1kw)/ 4600rpm/fuel
tank0.4L(unleaded)
/centrifugal clutch /recoil
starter/transistor magnet point ignition

[TELEVISION]

600×820×520 AC 100V MOTOR/Screen Size:14" Diagonally Measured/
Picture:Tube Normal/Sound:stereo/Remote:Direct Access/Cabinet
Color:charcoal gray /Weight:10kg/switch type:Alternate/DVD

KIMURA Formula Bipedal Mechanism Series

inside:NTSC

Presentation machine specially designed for indoor
exhibitions of FOOTTAWAY. FOOTTAWAY's hardship
on indoor exhibitions can be covered up with
TELEVISION's rich and varied visiblity.Now on the
trials to improve its capacity to 6GB with use of DVD
as a storage medium.Video art rarity by KIMURA.

"ROBOT comic chat" was
brainchiled of KIMURA,to
simulate of living with Robot.and
it became possible by speech
program of television.

INU Series
The machine works to enrich our life on
a daily basis.Until the present age after
the human race obtains the tool,various
machines were developed and gave out.
The human who obtained "Power
machinery" developed the more
productive machine since the Industrial
Revolution. To satisfy human's desire,
"Power machinery" is used in various
fields. Sometime boldly,swiftly,
dramatically,and sometime ferociously...
I don't think I will be alone,it seems the
creature that works for human. At the
present day,our life is became rich.but a
richness of the sense and
communications receive the impression
that has weakened. We do not want to
forget to feel emotion from thing as a
human. The human must not become a
machine that consumes the thing. This
project is tribute to the machine to keep
wheeling for us,and also the engineer to
keep maintenance for machines.
This is the "KIMURA INU Series".
[MOTO]

710×410×520
AC100V Motor :90W 1250RPM:switch Type oltanate :Starting System leverHEAD
RIGHT:DC12V35/15W

In-house dog moving with motor. This is a piece of work, for
the motor keeps
turning day by day, and is a tribute work for the technicians
who develop day by day. The front light has a role to lighten
up the our future as well as a symbol for the light, which we
can not live without it.

[Edge]

710×410×520
35cc 4-stroke:engine:capable of 360°:Engine Type:Air-cooled 4-stroke OHC
single:Horsepower 1.5:Bore x Stroke 39 x 30 mm:Maximum Power
Output 1.2kW(1.6PS)/7,000 rpm: Maximum Torque 1.9Nm (0.19kg-m)/5,500
rpm:Fuel Type Unleaded gasoline :Starting System Recoil

The Dog moving with the engine.The power of spins after the
industry revolution, has been improving our lives day by day.
The fact that they keeps turning and turning is brave and
beautiful.It is said that, thinking on environment and with
limitation of oil, the engines will disappear in 21th century.
For the engine which helped our life for the past 3 century,
and as tribute for those who developed these engine, am
now concluding series of dog, with announcing this MOTO.

"KIMURA Paper Craft Series"

KIMURA CRAFT SERIES

Please handle cutter knife with care

Wind-up Series

If you think about "robust" , do you except from this word?
Metal or stone , ceramic.maybe you will call to mind like a harder and stronger.
All of the Human has lifetime limit,so we have to keep thinking about our meaning
of existence.when I was made my works it will be while a my life time, and more if
at all possible .
"paper" is tender and soft.but it excel in workability,make it possible to
reproduction from technical drawing.KIMURA paper craft series is one of the
answer to "robust".

[ wind-up paper craft series ]
left:" mini KIMURA "
center:" mini KIMURA 2 "
right:" kaminoid 2 "
price : ￥850

This is original and unique
papercraft kits by KIMURA.
It is made of cut paper and windup. You can assemble easy for cut
paper.
And you need to see,if you like
craft,robot,toy!!
Come and Buy to Tokyo KIMURA!!!
Store is now wanted !!!

Assembling Manual (mini KIMURA)

Motorizd Series

[ motorizd series]

left:"paper dog" right:"kaminoid"

Motorrizd Paper craft series is loaded mini motor and gearbox that
moving from Handy electric dynamo or dry cell 1.5V.
It focus attention of flexiblity of Paper material,we can craft without
use of many bolts,many nuts,and all of the many machine parts.
Expand the capability of Robot Craft,This is the KIMURA Paper Craft
series.

"one-man motor show"

KIMURA Formula Mechanism Series uses the "one-man motor show"
This is the most efficient way of presenting the KIMURA Formula
Mechanism Series.
The machines displayed in the auto show - like booths - are always ready to
run.The sign board in the center means "NOW".
The machines are displayed in 360°, facing outward, signifying the future.

contact:
http://masakimura.com
kimura@masakimura.com
skype: masakimuraaa..(a×18)
twitter: masakimura

About KIMURA

What is KIMURA??

KIMURA:Masa Kimura
Born in Tokyo,Japan 1981.
Guraduated in Tama Art Univercity 2004.
Pupil of Professor Siro Takahashi at
Erectric Art lab of TAU.
Major in "Peace and ROBOT".
After Working as assistant for
"Maywadenki" went solo and establishd
"KIMURA Factory".
What it colls "Daft Machines" ,Commencing
With "KIMURA formula mechanism series"
that using engines and motors,as well as
things that others wouldn't know hou to
make and order.
Products available throughout Japan and
around the world.

It is a factory which creates "Daft
Machines" in japan.In this case, a
"Daft Machine" means a machine
which uses technology to be as
useless as possible.
KIMURA thinks that technology
should be useless to a certain
degree.A rich, full life means that
you can afford to be surrounded by
things that are useless.
What does it mean to be rich?
How should people related to
technology?
KIMURA's activity began with
these questions.

!KIMURA Factory 1/25"

